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Leading for Better Mental Health

FACILITATING BETTER MENTAL HEALTH OUTCOMES FOR SEASON 
21/22

Extending the value we contribute to the mental health of our club 

members and understanding the needs of our younger members.
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WHY DO WE VOLUNTEER?

• Help others/community – 57% 

• Personal satisfaction – 44% 

• Personal/family involvement – 37% 

• To do something worthwhile – 36% 

• Social contact – 22% 

• Physically active – 16% 

• Use skills/experience – 16% 
*volunteeringaustralia.org (2010 data)

How will 
restrictions 
impact this?
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MENTAL HEALTH SNAPSHOT 
AS WE WORK OUR WAY OUT OF COVID LD#6
• Anxiety (job loss, altered financial circumstances, uncertainty)
• Triggered predisposition to mental health issues
• Depression
• Increased eating, consumption of alcohol, drug use
• Loss of fitness
• Loss of control/ predictability and routine
• Changed relationships
• Changed behaviours (anger, violence)
• Tired/ worn out
• Social isolation
• Prolonged and significant invigilation/ restriction
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR YOUTH (12 – 25)
• Anxiety (future, school, uni, jobs, career)
• Impacted mental health (anxiety disorders) – less peer support
• Social isolation/ loneliness, impact on group connection
• Impact to education (less support, falling behind, concentration)
• Lack of motivation (exercise, homework) – feel bad
• Worry about fitness in approaching Advance Lifesaving Camp (Gold Camp)
• Lack of socialisation – no feedback from peers, some behaviour doesn’t improve/ lack of 

maturation
• Don’t feel in control/ can influence future
• Family Context

 Depended on to entertain/ look after younger siblings
 Parental mental health can impact confidence/ quality of life
 Parents fitness/ quality of life impacted
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Hesitant about asking for help We need to build a culture in our young leaders 
that asking for help is important.

Not as much life experience This can impact resilience – interpret an event as 
more significant than an adult on average. 

Less access to resources than adults Dependent on adults financially, especially when in 
isolation.

Reliant on family support Doesn’t help if parents are unwell, suffering.

Different communication channels Prefer Instagram, twitter, etc – is this a balanced 
view? Can this impact mental health?

More likely to listen to a close friend May not see formal assistance options at club as 
viable (e.g. some random!)

More likely to share with someone in 
same boat.

Might not want to upset family. Need ways to be 
connected to people with similar problems. 

MAJOR DISASTER IMPACTS ON 12 – 25 YO
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WHAT HAPPENS IF WE DON’T PROACTIVELY MANAGE MENTAL HEALTH AS WE 
COME INTO THE SEASON?

• Further decline in mental well-being 
 depression, eating disorders, anxiety, dev. bad habits

• Those whose stress buckets are full may vent/ explode/ behave differently to usual
 implications for others’ safety

• Loss of engagement = loss of membership
• Difficult to retain/ motivate if not core group on patrol or running programs
• Long Term Losses

 core patrols
 emerging leaders
 limited successors
 more work for fewer people
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CONSIDERATIONS AT THE INDIVIDUAL 
LEVEL

 The stress we can handle is finite & different
 Long-term pressure reduces our tolerance
 COVID takes up room in the bucket

 A little for some, lots for others
 Other life factors occupying the bucket

 Relationship pressures
 Educational pressures
 Employment/ financial security pressures

 Lifesaving is an Anchor
 May help a person deal with those pressures

 Connect with competence
 Connect with need to help
 Support network

 FULL BUCKET = LIKELY NEGATIVE BEHAVIOURS

Important to understand our younger members aren’t likely to have equivalent resistance
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PERSONALITY DIFFERENCES IN TRIGGERS, RESPONSE, RECOVERY

Task-Focussed
(emotionally removed)

People-Focussed
(emotionally attached)

Decision-making 
preference

Objective, rule-based
Treat ppl fairly
Quicker difficult decisions

Harmony-based
Treat ppl uniquely
People impacts difficult

Most stressful events Competence Q’d
Not being able to execute good plan or 
what will work

Let people down
Conflict, aggressive ppl
Not being able to help ppl

Counseller preference Pragmatic, talk about  plan and actions
Usually outside organisation

Nurturing, talk about feelings
Usually more open about sharing 
internally

Post-Trauma Recovery 
Time

Resolved more quickly
Driving change to move on

Longer-term
More likely to regress

Facilitate Recovery By Connecting to competence
Focussing on measurables

Connecting to people
Focussing on feelings
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WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM COMING OUT OF LOCKDOWN 2.0 INTO 
SEASON 20/21?

• Sometimes reconnecting wasn’t inclusive
 E.g. WhatsApp group for fitness

• First reconnection with Club often requal (invigilated)
 The least favourite activity for many at the best of times

• Initial restriction to 4 on patrol teams
 Significant impacts on identity for some, feeling of being needed

• Limited programs (Nippers, training, YIPs, social activities)
 For some, lifesaving is their social avenue, light at the end of the tunnel

A number of people reported that after the conference last year, it helped them focus 
more on balancing operations and member engagement moving into the season.
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HOW DO WE SUPPORT MENTAL HEALTH AT CLUB LEVEL?

OVERT/ OPERATIONAL
At Club Level
• What support do we provide? Confidential conversation, referral
• Who? MPIO, Club Chaplain, Well-being Officer, specific members
• How, When & Where? Phone, In-Person, appropriate times for contact
• Referrals

 LSV provisions (Emma Atkins to cover at the end)
 Members/ friends

COVERT/ CULTURAL
1. Create & Communicate a Psychologically Safe Club Environment
2. Member Engagement/ Re-engagement
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WHAT IS A PSYCHOLOGICALLY SAFE CLUB CULTURE?
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PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY AUDIT
Psychological Safety 

Category
Audit Questions

INCLUSION Do people feel they are valued? 
Can they feel comfortable being themselves? 
Do they have the opportunity to be involved in most projects?

LEARNER Do we make people feel comfortable about making mistakes when 
learning? 
Are they comfortable asking questions? 
What is our process for giving feedback in a constructive way?

CONTRIBUTOR Do we encourage people to put forward their views in all areas? 
Can members make a contribution to any area of the club? 
Do we regularly recognise/ reinforce their contribution?

CHALLENGER Are people comfortable bringing up problems/ tough issues?
Do people feel comfortable expressing alternative views? 
Is healthy discussion encouraged?
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QUESTIONS TO ANSWER & COMMUNICATE NOW
Psychological Safety 

Category
Information to Communicate at 

Team/ Program/ Club level.

INCLUSION How will opportunities for members be communicated? 
How will members be proactively engaged?

LEARNER How will learning opportunities be communicated?
What process will we clearly outline for people to ask questions?
What process will we outline for the provision of constructive feedback?
How will we educate our members to give feedback in a constructive 
and positive way?

CONTRIBUTOR How will members know how to contribute? 
How will we proactively solicit contributions? 
How will we regularly recognise/ thank people for their contributions?

CHALLENGER What guidelines will we give our members to follow if they want to 
challenge or communicate problems? 
What process will we follow when responding to problems/ issues?
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MEMBER ENGAGEMENT/ RE-ENGAGEMENT
COMMUNICATION – AVOID DISENGAGING PEOPLE
If we model optimism and a clear path forward, others will follow:
• Try not to use words like; Constraints, difficult times, isolation, new normal, unprecedented times, 

restrictions, CAN’T, not permitted
• Don’t allocate blame to Dan Andrews, LSV, Gladys, NSW, China…….
• Instead of Social Distancing, use the term Physical Distancing
• Don’t classify people as essential or key members
• Positive(!) doesn’t necessarily have a positive connotation anymore

• Optimistic, opportunity, path forward
• Celebrate wins, acknowledge healthcare/ front-line workers from club
• Use “When…then…” rather than “If” or “We can’t….”
• Tell stories members can relate to
• Share personal experience (with a good ending)

• E.g. best, worst, funniest
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MEMBER ENGAGEMENT/ RE-ENGAGEMENT
COMMUNICATION – HOPE & PERSPECTIVE

COMMUNICATION THAT SHOULD GO OUT NOW
1. Lay the groundwork Welcome members back, acknowledge last season’s successes

2. Honour the past Discuss what we’ve been through as a community, normalise anxiety/ emotional responses, 
recognise community cohesion, honour front-line members. Outline support mechanisms.

3. Mark the transition Focus communication on what to look forward to, emphasis on connection, collaboration, 
support. If introducing new processes (e.g. psychologically safe cultural practices), could be 
a welcome back pack/ sessions run by smaller teams. What is the plan for the season/ club?

4. Create a new sense 
of purpose

What’s your club’s new strategy/ story? What new event/ project can we focus on to move 
on? Keep reinforcing connection through member stories, social activities, joint projects. 

Stewart Kreltzheim (CFA) – post Black Saturday
As a result of the Black Saturday Fires of 2009 there were:

• 622 Fires on the day, 12 Fatal
• 173 people perished, 250, 000 Protected/ Saved
• 2100 homes Destroyed, 40,000 Saved
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MEMBER ENGAGEMENT/ RE-ENGAGEMENT

DEFINE JOBS/ JOBS
Small

Clearly defined
e.g. Maintaining connections for casual patrollers

EMPOWER PEOPLE WITH ROLES
Name it and Advertise
Proactively each out

e.g. manage cleaning roster; 

RECOGNISE CONTRIBUTION
Thank them

Tell the story through comms
Record attendance

IDENTIFY CONNECTION TEAM
The people at your Club who know everyone

ESTABLISH ACTIVE MEMBERS PER AREA
Divide active members by area of involvement

Proactive contact. Strategy for non-operational activities.

PLAN FOR NEW MEMBER 
ENGAGEMENT

CONNECTION INCLUSION
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PRIORITIES FOR SUPPORTING THE TRANSITION TO THIS SEASON
Club

(hope, purpose)
• Start of season comms 

from President/ Board: 
info and hope

• DO: acknowledge 
each group 
individually; articulate 
how the season is 
likely to look for them 
and the
“when..then..”
positive outcomes; 
show how they will 
remain connected; how 
they can help –
tangible roles, jobs; 
mental health support 
options; membership 
options (fees, 
contingencies); explain 
COVID changes to 
protect members

• DON’T: invigilate, 
emphasise what they 
can’t have

Lifesaving
(anchor through roles)

• Start of Season 
Comms from 
Operational Lead: 
info and hope
• Operational needs
• Support
• Connection

• DO: spread load; 
bring in a connection 
team; articulate 
mental health 
support options; give 
people choices (e.g. 
options with 
showers)

• DON’T: keep giving 
the main tasks to the 
same people, 
invigilate, use words 
like “can’t”, “that’s 
wrong”.

Team
(connection)

• Start of season and 
patrol brief. Mental 
health check- in.

• DO: share own 
experience; give 
people options for 
support

• DON’T: ask about 
feelings, force 
people to talk, 
invigilate

• How do we keep 
the rest of our team 
connected?

• Delegate: team 
comms, connection 
activities (e.g. 
best/worst/funniest, 
trivia, beach visit)
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HOW DO WE SUPPORT YOUNGER MEMBERS?

• Responsibility
• Make us belong, have ownership

• Social events
• At club
• With other clubs? Fun, themed event (swim, flags)
• Even online connection whilst we can’t socialise

• Re-engagement of whole family
• Parent races against junior leaders
• Cross age-group activities really important

• Themed events
• Nippers
• Patrol
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HOW DO WE SUPPORT YOUNGER MEMBERS?

• Lifesaving Training
• ZOOMs beforehand to help SRCs/ BMs connect, start learning theory together
• Online catch-ups so people don’t feel as nervous about being assessed

• Fitness Training
• Make it fun for all ranges of abilities
• Different intensity and activities
• Events that get everyone involved
• Tournaments across age ranges

• Communication
• Instagram (FB more for old people); FB for parents to remind
• Timing: do it earlier, get things decided now and lock things into the calendar, catch up 

with people. 
• clear instruction about boundaries/ behaviours at start of season
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Key takeaways

• GET A PLAN IN PLACE (Engagement not just operational)
• Communicate support options
• Share your own experiences
• Maximise opportunities for re-engagement 

- don’t use the same people for everything

• Connection teams to work on strategies for connection/ support/ 
engagement

• start of season
• ongoing

• Functional communication teams to communicate regularly
• What’s going well?
• Pictures and stories
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Emma Atkins
General Manager People
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Member Wellbeing

Updates 
and 

Initiatives

Working 
Group

Strategy

Training 
Suite –
Youth / 
Adults

Welfare 
Champions

AwarenessPartnerships

Reporting

Planning

Research
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Member Wellbeing

• Training
• Leadership
• Parents and Families
• Club & regional capability
• EAP

Prepare

• Peer Support
• EAP
• Trauma Support
• Grief Support
• Community Support

React • Research 
• Strategy
• Debrief
• KPIs

Review
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Member Support
• Employee Assistance Program
• Leader support
• Incident Support
 Peer Support
 Trauma and grief specialist support
 Chaplaincy
 Individual

• Wellbeing resources & training
• Youth 
• Adult

• Member connection
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Member Wellbeing 
Program / Training Date

Welfare Warriors – Youth Workshop 22 September 2021 *

Wellbeing Working Group October 2021

ESF Mental Health Conference October 2021

Programs workshop (sharing) November 2021

Phycological First Aid – Leaders Training October – Jan 2022

Mental Health First Aid [youth and adult] December – Mar 2022

ESF Leading for Better Mental Health Program July 2021 – December 2021
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